1835
Year of foundation:
Guglielmo Diatto opens a
carriage works at Turin
1838
First inventions:
Guglielmo Diatto patents
the “perfected wheel”, first
in
a
long
line
of
technological
innovations
which led to the industrial
growth of Diatto.

1864 - 1918
Railway production:
Giovanni and Battista Diatto,
the sons of Guglielmo,
develop their production to
the industrial level with the
construction
of
trams,
engines and wagons for the
Compagnie des Wagons Lits
et des Grands Express
Européens de Paris, and the
Trans Europe Express.
Diatto becomes one of the
top industrial groups in the
Kingdom of Italy.

1905
Automobile production:
Engineers Vittorio and
Pietro Diatto, grandsons of
Guglielmo,
the
third
generation of this gifted
and long-sighted industrial
family,
found
the
automobile
factory
to
produce luxury sports cars,
from 2000 to 6000 cc, with
4, 6 and 8 cylinder
engines,
with
compressors, 4 valves per
cylinder and aluminium
pistons,
leaving
an
indelible mark on the
history of the automobile.

1911 - 1927
The Royal family orders 5
Diatto cars:
Enzo Ferrari‟s family is also
a Diatto client.
Diatto cars, emblems of
nobility and luxury and with
their
outstanding
performance,
are
sold
around the world.

1915 - 1918
War time production:
Thousands of military trucks
and
aviation
engines
produced for European
armies.

1915
Diatto – Bugatti aviation
engines:
The production of the 8
cylinder Diatto aviation
engine, built under a
Bugatti license, is the start
of
a
technical
and
commercial
partnership
which lasts for ten years

.
1919 - 1925
Diatto – Bugatti cars:
Prestigious Diatto Tipo 30
cars, manufactured on
Bugatti licensed chassis,
are built in the Torpedo,
Convertible and Coupé
versions.

1921 - 1922
Diatto – Bugatti racing
cars
Racing cars production
starts: - with Bugatti 1500 cc
engines in Diatto Tipo 25
HP Sport chassis, and
Diatto 2000 cc, 16 valve
engines in Bugatti „Brescia
da corsa‟ chassis.
1838 - 1925
Diatto industrial patents:
From the “perfected wheel”
to
gearboxes,
braking
systems, fuel systems, etc.
1922 - 1926
Diatto - Maserati:
Alfieri Maserati is taken on as
designer and driver for the
glorious Diatto race team,
with
whom
he
wins
numerous competitions.
1925 - 1926
The Diatto – Maserati
Grand Prix:
Alfieri Maserati designs and
builds the super-charged
Sport Diatto 8C Grand Prix,
which he inherits and which
will be the basis for the first
Maserati Tipo 26 racing cars.
1926
Style
and
performance records: One
of
many
technological
records: Diatto cars are the
fastest Italian 2 litre cars in
series production
1919 - 1932
Diatto
bodywork
designers:
The most famous and
important in the world:
Bertone,
Castagna,
Garavini, Ghia, Mulliner,
Schieppati,
Stabilimenti
Farina, Zagato

1905 - 2005
The Centenary
The tradition continues…
The
memory
of
the
company‟s
300
racing
laurels is indelible:
a biography and over 1000
pages of sporting and
industrial tradition, taken
from the magazines of the
time, can be found at the
website: www.diatto.com

Italian sport and style,
the
synthesis
of
excellence:
A unique opportunity for
Authoritative Access to the
desired market, for greater
image and profitability for
Gran Turismo sports cars

Trademark registered
in 5 continents:
A unique opportunity for
commercial
exploitation,
from terrestrial vehicles to
airplanes and ships …
including luxury goods
made in Italy.
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